PRESS RELEASE

TONÍ COLLECTION
Take a seat, join us. And feel at home with the Toní family.
Here’s the story
Why is it that while the sky seems to be the limit when it comes to our interiors, garden furniture is often
so... well, boring? That’s why Fatboy is proud to present the Toní family: the life and soul of every garden.
Rounded and colorful, they welcome you like the cartoon equivalents of garden furniture items. And with a clear nod to bistro
furniture, they feel like old friends. Members of the Toní family are rock solid, corrosion-resistant and color-fast. What’s more,
there are more Tonís than there are Kardashians. So get to know them all and put together your very own Toní set.
Toní Chair and Armchair
Toní Chair and Armchair are at your service. Just the one, six of them, or however
many you like. These one-piece chairs are rock solid. And thanks to their high-quality
coating they are corrosion-resistant, color-fast and wind- and weather-proof too. Being
fabricated from lightweight aluminum, Tonís can easily be stacked or slid into place. So
let that barbecue, drinks, or whatever, begin. Toní garden chairs are up for anything, and
everything.
Toní Chair Pillow
Toní Chair Pillow is the perfect way to complement your
Toní garden stool. All Chair Pillows are water-, stain- and
UV-resistant. So no worries about spilling anything. And
thanks to an anti-slip layer, you won’t have to worry about
losing your grip either. Not even if it gets really late. Relax,
Toní’s got your back (and your bottom).
Toní Bistreau
Cool bistro chairs. But what can you serve that dinner
for two on? On Toní Bistreau, of course. This lightweight
aluminum bistro table will enable you to set up your own
private restaurant. If the sun is shining, you can pop in a
parasol. And when evening falls, simply plug the parasol
hole to create a candleholder. Waiter, deux vins blancs, ‘s
il vous plaît!
Toní Bankski
How do you make a cool garden bench? You take a Toní
Chair and stretch it till it’s comfortable for two. Toní
Bankski is the happiest garden bench ever. He will look
equally at home in front of, at the back of, or at the side
of your house, or in combination with a Toní Tavolo. So
sit back and savor your Bankski moment. Guaranteed to
make you happy.
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Toní Bankski Pillow

Toní Haute Bistreau

Serious bench potato? After several hours on a Bankski Pillow

Toní Haute Bistreau is the height of elegance. To put your

you’ll be as comfortable as the moment you first sat on it.

drinks on, or raise the level of the conversation. Haute

This cushion perfectly complements your Bankski. And thanks

Bistreau will turn your garden into a bar, whenever it suits

to an anti-slip layer, it stays put too. Choose a Pillow color to

you. High enough to stand at, and robust enough to prop you

match your Bankski, or go for the blue and white stripes and

up. For as long as you like.

picture yourself on your own cruise ship.

Toní Barfly

Toní Tavolo

Toní Barfly raises the bar. This big brother of Toní Chair

Ambience is the name of the game with Toní Tavolo. Up to

perfectly complements Haute Bistreau, for drinks or dinner

six people can be seated around it: dining, enjoying drinks,

that’s a cut above the rest. Barfly always stands firmly on its

playing cards a little too competitively, you name it. Combine

feet, even when you are no longer able to. So take a seat and

it with a few Toní Chairs. Or a Bankski, which fits perfectly.

enjoy the view.

Pure coincidence. Or perhaps not.
Toní Tablo
Think Toní Tablo, think big. Big dinners, big families, the
biggest evenings. And it’s as easily done as said; at 220
centimeters long, Tablo can accommodate eight Toní Chairs.
And thanks to its parasol holder, you can have shade while
the sun shines and candlelight well into the small hours.

About the designer
Toní garden furniture was developed in collaboration with
Erik Stehmann (from Arnhem, the Netherlands). Erik believes
in creating innovative products that make the world more
fun, preferring to use established techniques and materials
in unusual ways. He gets his inspiration from just about
anywhere: a weird sentence, for example, or frustration with

Toní Candle Holder

a hideous product. Erik about Toní Chair: “I like that Toní

A romantic dinner by candlelight? Fatboy has you covered.

is both new and recognizable. I see the chair as a friendly

Insert Toní Candle Holder in Tablo’s or Tavolo’s parasol hole,

cartoon character. I would like to have dinner with him.”

book a string quartet or mariachi band and brace yourself for
an unforgettable evening.

Nice to know!
• For indoor and outdoor use.
• Available in different colors.
• Material: aluminum.

Toní Chair

Toní Armchair
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Toní Chair Pillow

Toní Bistreau

Toní Bankski

Toní Bankski Pillow
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Toní Tavolo

Toní Tablo

Toní Candle Holder

Toní Haute Bistreau

Toní Barfly
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